
USA enacting more and more legal
restrictions on abortion
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In 2012, 19 states in the USA enacted 43 provisions that "sought to restrict access to abortion
services," according to the Guttmacher Institute.

"Although some of the most high-profile debates occurred around legislation requiring that women
seeking an abortion be required to first undergo an ultrasound or imposing strict regulations on
abortion providers, most of the new restrictions enacted in 2012 concerned limits on later abortion,
coverage in health exchanges or medication abortion," the institute said in its 2012 state policy
review.

The institute, named after a former president of Planned Parenthood, seeks "to advance sexual
and reproductive health and rights."

Meanwhile, Catholic representation on Capitol Hill has reached an all-time high, with 163 members
of the new 113th Congress identifying themselves as Catholic.

A new study by the Pew Forum found that the overall Catholic membership of both houses of
Congress was up by 7 members, and the proportion of Catholics in the legislature had jumped from
29.2% to 30.6%.

Catholics form by far the largest single religious bloc in Congress. Although Protestants, taken as a
single group, maintain their majority status with 56% of the membership, no single Protestant
denomination is close to the size of the Catholic bloc.

There are 136 Catholics in the House of Representatives and 27 in the Senate. The Democratic
Party enjoys a comfortable edge in Catholic representation in both houses: 75–61 in the House and
18–9 in the Senate.
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Religion should never block access to abortion or contraception.

Read More
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NSS to host talk with author of ‘Dirty, Filthy Book’

Author Michael Meyer to discuss new book on leading NSS figure Annie Besant at free online
event. Read More »

Faith school banning parts of geography lessons, Ofsted
finds

Ofsted finds faith school prohibiting parts of lessons it judges incompatible with its religious beliefs.
Read More »

Parents object to Catholic school lobbying on sex education

Parents and teachers call lobbying "scandalous", "heavy-handed". Read More »

NSS: Don’t let NI faith schools fail pupils on reproductive
rights

Requirement for RSE to reflect "religious principles" conflicts with neutral lessons on reproductive
health in NI schools, NSS says. Read More »

NSS “baffled” by anti-abortion protest against history talk

Christian group warns it will "actively" engage attendees of NSS talk on Victorian birth control –
which aimed to reduce abortion. Read More »
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